Leadership Priorities Checklist
The Leadership Priorities Survey provides a framework to help leaders identify current
challenges and opportunities requiring attention. Place an X in the appropriate box
This is not
an issue for
me at this
time

1. We need to provide better service to our customers/citizens
2. My team needs to be better aligned
3. I need higher performance from some of my people
4. I need to increase collaboration across my organization
5. I need to modify some personal behaviours to be more effective
6. I need to spend less time at work
7. I am in a new role and need to get up to speed quickly
8. We need increased clarity of our future direction
9. People are resisting my ideas
10. We need to better execute our strategy plan
11. We have a change initiative that needs more traction
12. The performance of my leadership team needs to improve
13. There needs to be greater alignment across my organization
14. Some of my personal beliefs may be limiting my effectiveness
15. I need to communicate with more impact
16. There is not enough accountability in my organization
17. We need to shift our culture
18. I need to be a better leader
19. We need to be more innovative
20. I need to overhaul my personal brand
21. We need more collaboration across business units
22. I need to energize and mobilize my people
23. I need to have more leadership presence
24. I need to develop a better relationship with my boss
25. I am afraid I am burning out
26. I need to more clearly define my expectations
27. I need to be better organized and focused on top priorities
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This could
become an
issue for me
but is not an
immediate
priority

This is an
issue for me
but does not
require
immediate
attention

This is an
issue for
me and
requires
immediate
attention
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28. I need to do a better job of getting my ideas accepted
29. We need to change but there is a high level of resistance
30. I need to address and an employee performance problem
31. My people aren’t doing what I need them to do
32. I have a conflict that is hurting my ability to get things done
33. People are not living our values
34. We do not execute fast enough
35. There is conflict in my organization that needs to be resolved
36. We need to be more nimble and flexible
37. I need to communicate with more impact
38. I need to be better at influencing others
39. We need greater engagement and involvement of employees
40. I need to improve my relationship with my colleagues
41. I need a more clearly defined career path
42. I am stressed out and overwhelmed
43. Additional Issue #1
44. Additional Issue #2
45. Additional Issue #3
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